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INTRODUCTION

The laboratory is a room or place to carry out practical activities supported by the components of laboratory equipment, and there is a complete infrastructure (Solikhah &
Puji, 2020). Learning resources in the laboratory include development, procurement, research, and service functions. Optimizing learning can be supported through practical activities in the laboratory. Practicum activities in the laboratory can provide students with experience using laboratory equipment appropriately and efficiently (Abrahamsson & Almarlind, 2012). This is supported by the laboratory operational standards adjusted to the applicable Good Laboratory Practice, including setting work procedures, personnel training, data recording, and documentation (Annisa, 2022; Hasugian, 2016). Preparation of the SOP adapted to improve laboratory quality. SOP must be easy to read, understand, implement, and account for, amended according to evaluation results or certain circumstances.

Laboratory Management requires SOP according to ISO 17025. Sailendra (2015) states that SOP is a guide that can be used to ensure the operational activities of an organization or company run smoothly. SOP contains written instructions regarding the implementation process, including the implementation time, activity steps, and others. According to Dirnagl (2012), SOP aims to guide and standardize work procedures to ensure data reliability and integrity so that performance is carried out more effectively and efficiently. Authority and responsibility, as a document in assessing the work process in case of an error or suspected malpractice.

Practicum is one of the activities carried out in the laboratory. Mastika (2014) claims that practicum activities will greatly affect efforts to improve students' abilities in skills and observations, which are a means of training in using laboratory equipment. Proper laboratory management is needed to carry out practicum activities according to the objectives of implementing the practicum. Laboratory managers must have competence in conducting practicums at the preparation, implementation, and evaluation stages. The right SOP can facilitate the implementation of practicum and can maximize the usefulness of the laboratory and the resources in it (Supriyanto, 2019).

The effectiveness of using the laboratory is generally proven by achieving practicum objectives. However, not all schools can carry out practicums by applicable standard operating. According to Wiratma and Subagia (2014), learning in the laboratory often encounters several problems: laboratory management, which includes procurement, use, and maintenance processes. Problems in the process of procuring tools and materials might be caused by the inaccuracy of the tools and materials needed, errors in the
operation of tools and materials as well as the process of maintaining tools and materials, which includes the arrangement of material tools in the laboratory (Wiratma & Subagia, 2014). Another problem is technical ambiguity in SOP (Dirnagl, 2012). This causes the use of the laboratory to be inefficient. According to Supriyanto (2019), to maximize laboratory management, SOP is important in carrying out quality practicum activities. Therefore, this research is important to determine how complete SOP have been implemented in biology laboratories.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The method used in this research was descriptive-exploratory, with three schools as the sample. The sampling using purposive with consideration of state schools with accreditation "A" and the presence or absence of a biology laboratory. This research uses state high schools because they have sources of government funding.

Data from this study were obtained by conducting structured interview techniques with the head of the laboratory and the biology teacher, observation, and documentation of the biology laboratory. The interview process was conducted to obtain data from the Head of the Laboratory and the Biology teacher by asking several questions regarding the availability (the types of SOPs owned) and management of SOP.

The data analysis technique in his study were observation and interviews using structured interview techniques. A structured interview is a procedure for gathering information in which several questions are asked coherently and systematically that have been prepared using an interview sheet regarding SOP in schools (Hakim, 2013).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result was an interview with the head of the high school of biology laboratories. each school has a SOP. School A has some SOP, namely procurement of tools and practical materials, use of laboratory equipment, and Occupational Health and Safety. All biology teachers were involved in preparing several SOPs, having previously received training in preparing SOPs organized by the Subject Teacher Working Group (MGMP) of biology. SOP have been prepared for the laboratory since 2020, updated on June 12,
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2021. SOP management is carried out by the head of the laboratory and the laboratory assistant.

School A has some problems with implementing Occupational Health and Safety SOP in practicum activities. Students do not use laboratory coats because the school does not have a sufficient budget to provide laboratory coats. Thus, to avoid the risk of a major accident during the practicum, the teacher takes into account and considers using safe materials when students are practical without using personal protective equipment such as laboratory coats, masks, and gloves.

Personal protective equipment protects from work accidents and exposure to biological contamination. Compliance behavior using complete Personal protective equipment (masks, laboratory coats, and gloves) are all human activities that are aware of safety and health but cannot be observed or seen by outsiders. Gloves can protect students from infectious materials and microorganisms in the hands of students. The continuous presence of infectious diseases characterizes the spread of infectious microbial agents. The emergence of microbes tends to be present in fairly large populations (Anderson & Stang, 2017). So, the need for use of personal protective equipment is applied to prevent nosocomial infections (Nurdiani, 2019).

The SOP for using laboratory equipment emphasizes that students must wash the tools used when using laboratory equipment, especially glassware, pipettes, and surgical instruments. Before doing the practicum, students prepare the tools and materials used in the laboratory by filling out a loan form. Then the laboratory assistant prepares the tools and materials that will be needed, records their use, and rearranges them after they are used (Dewi et al., 2019).

In the SOP of procuring tools and practicum materials, the head of the laboratory always checks all equipment regularly once a week because it has become routine. If any practicum equipment is damaged, the subject teacher reports to the head of the laboratory. Then followed up with data updating of laboratory equipment and materials. School A does not yet have a waste management SOP, so if any practical equipment is damaged, as well as practicum materials that have expired, they will be stored and placed in a cupboard in the corner of the room.

Separation of this waste is done to protect yourself from sharp objects such as broken glass and prevent environmental pollution. The procedure for purchasing
The implementation of independent practicum by students is based on the principles of observation, planning, and investigation in the problem-solving process (Rahmatika & Alimah, 2014). This principle can be implemented if students have understood the theory and practical work procedures. Therefore, the laboratory manager distributes the practicum manual at the beginning of the new semester, which must be read before the practicum is carried out. It aims to make students more prepared to face the practicum. Students' readiness in practicum can be seen in the procedural activities carried out by students, such as using materials, washing laboratory equipment (glasses, pipettes, and surgical instruments), then arranging them to their original places. Improper procedures...
in the implementation of practicum can cause work accidents. First Aid for Accidents (P3K) prepared in the laboratory of School B is quite complete, which contains medical equipment to anticipate threats from potential hazards that are not realized and result in death (Mahardhika et al., 2019).

The SOP of managed tool and material laboratory is to arrange a biology laboratory to store practical tools and materials. Practical materials are stored in the refrigerator. Following its function, the refrigerator stores practical materials at a temperature of -15°C (Handayati et al., 2014). The laboratory manager does not limit the type of material deposited as long as the material is related to practical activities. The storage period for materials related to the practicum is a maximum of three days. If the practitioner does not take the practicum material for more than the specified time, then the consequence is that the laboratory manager discards the material. Each tool and material deposited is labeled with a description of the group's name and date of entry to avoid confusion with materials deposited by other practitioners. If any tools or materials deposited are damaged, the practitioner is fully responsible for replacing the damaged materials or tools.

Inspection of tools and practicum materials is carried out regularly. The checking was carried out by the manager of the biology teacher laboratory and assisted by several other teachers. The checking is carried out once a year, starting with the tools and materials used for practical needs, and an inventory is carried out once a month. Practical tools and materials must be grouped according to function and type, then placed in a special place. These checks can support practical activities in the laboratory (Anggraeni et al., 2013). Procedures must be carried out if there is damaged laboratory equipment, namely data collection in which data on damaged equipment must be reported to the infrastructure section. The infrastructure party will report to the office regarding replacing damaged equipment or goods. Dropping of tools or materials is sometimes not as needed, so the action taken is to accept the drop of equipment provided by the service and store it properly. Storage is carried out in a place adapted to the material. The storage room is a dark room, a specimen room, a special room for chemical storage, and an administration room (Gunawan, 2019). Maintenance of laboratory equipment or materials is carried out to maintain the condition of the equipment so that it is not damaged and maintained in good condition so that it is ready to be used for practicum activities in the laboratory.
The third data collection was conducted at School C. Interviews were conducted with Biology teachers and laboratory managers. Based on the interviews conducted, School C already has several SOP that is applied, especially in the Biology Laboratory. Each laboratory manager attends training to prepare SOP that must be carried out. Several SOP has been implemented, including the SOP for the use of laboratories, the SOP regarding the maintenance of tools and practicum materials, the SOP for disposing of waste, and the most recent SOP, namely the SOP regulating COVID-19. The SOP that has been made is put together in the form of written documents, and several SOP is pasted. SOP is updated once a year. However, the SOP for the Biology Laboratory has not been updated for the last two years. This is due to a pandemic that requires restrictions on activities in the Biology Laboratory.

Implementing the practicum must comply with the SOP for health and safety to avoid work accidents in the Biology Laboratory. The student practicians must use lab coats, gloves, closed shoes, and masks to protect themselves. If a student violates, sanctions are in the form of a reduction in value. Personal protective equipment (PPE) must be used appropriately and correctly (Suwika & Kartikasari, 2021). The Biology Laboratory in school C has provided first aid kits and has a UKS room that meets national standards so that it can be used in the event of a minor work accident. In addition, School C also cooperates with the Hospital in the event of a severe work accident. To avoid this, students are given an understanding of theory and work procedures before the practicum is carried out so that students are better prepared to face practical activities and can reduce errors and work accidents. Laboratory safety is the responsibility of both laboratory managers and students (practical). Various efforts need to be made so that the possibility of work accidents can be prevented (Adillah et al., 2021).

The laboratory must have an SOP for storing tools and materials used as work standards for a laboratory assistant. Safekeeping tools or practicum materials according to procedures can minimize workplace accidents. Tools or materials that are saved must be labeled with the name of the material or tool, the name of the depositor, and the date the goods began to be deposited. Labeling the name of the material serves to determine the nature of the material so that the remaining materials used do not pollute the environment and avoid work accidents (Lasia et al., 2020). In addition, the SOP for storing tools and materials must also contain the expiration date of the stored chemicals.
The procurement of tools or materials also needs to be considered. The procurement of tools and materials is very important in the laboratory so that recording and estimated data can be processed in a structured and neat manner (Yusuf et al., 2019). Periodic checking of practicum tools and materials according to the interests and needs of the laboratory. Checks are carried out at least once a month in terms of expiration and the condition of tools and practicum materials. Data collection on the condition of laboratory equipment is recorded in the equipment breakdown book. If there is damage to equipment during the practicum activity, the procedure that needs to be carried out is by recording the damage to the equipment, both type and amount, then an evaluation is carried out, which will be reported to the infrastructure section.

The infrastructure also plays a role together with the treasurer in purchasing chemicals. The cost of purchasing chemicals comes from the Bantuan Operasional Sekolah (BOS) Fund and school committee funds. Laboratory assistants usually purchase chemicals at the beginning of the new school year, with no limit on the number of chemicals purchased. Laboratory assistants ensure the use and urgency of these chemicals in practical activities.

Table 1. Result of observation SOP in school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>School A</th>
<th>School B</th>
<th>School C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Schools Have an SOP Regarding Laboratories</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Schools Have Written Documents Setting SOP</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SOP posted in the open</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rules Installed in The Open</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>There is a Laboratory Room Management Structure</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>There is a work health and safety SOP</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>There is an SOP for the safekeeping of Practical Tools or Materials</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>There is an SOP for the Procurement of Practicum Tools or Materials</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>There is an SOP for Purchasing chemical</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Percentage | 55.55% | 77.77% | 100% |

Table 1. shows that the laboratories with SMA/MAN in Bantul Regency do not all meet the Laboratory SOP. This can be seen in the data that shows that 100% percentage of school C does not have an SOP for storing practical tools and materials. 77.77% of school B has not been posted in the open, and an SOP for occupational health and safety, SOP
for procurement of tools or practicum materials and SOP for purchasing chemicals. 55.55% of school A does not have SOP posted in the open, SOP for storing tools or practicum materials, and procurement of tools or materials. This needs to be a note for the management of the School Biology laboratory that has been made more applicable to each SMA/MAN in Bantul Regency. A well-managed biology laboratory in accordance with SOP can be used as a means of supporting the learning process. The results of this study are used as input in laboratory management in accordance with SOP so that it can reduce the risk of work accidents and laboratories can be used effectively in the learning process.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results and discussion above, it can be concluded that the preparation of the Biology Laboratory in three schools in Bantul Regency already has an SOP. However, some schools still do not meet the SOP properly. For example, some schools have not attached SOP in open areas, most of the rules have been installed in open areas, there is no SOP for storing tools or practicum materials, no procurement of tools or materials, and no SOP for purchasing chemicals. Laboratory managers must understand the SOP regarding managing biology laboratories in schools. This is because a good understanding of laboratory SOP can help maximize the function of the biology laboratory so that students can learn to conduct experiments in the laboratory effectively.
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